
The Club is pleased to announce that we have selected andThe Club is pleased to announce that we have selected and
accredited another three clinics in Ukraine to our optionalaccredited another three clinics in Ukraine to our optional
Pre-Employment Medical Examination (PEME) programme. Pre-Employment Medical Examination (PEME) programme. 

The new clinics, one Kherson, one in Kyiv (Kiev) and one in Mariupol, are the Club’s first in these cities and brings the
total number of active accredited clinics in Ukraine to six:

KhersonKherson

KievKiev

MariupolMariupol

Members wanting to arrange an enhanced PEME for their
crew should contact the clinic directly, specifying they
require the seafarer to undergo a medical following the
“West of England package”. The fixed fee cost for each
medical is to be paid directly by the Member or their
manning agent to the clinic and is not reimbursable by the
Club.

Further details on the Club’s Pre-Employment Medical
Examination (PEME) Programme can be found here Pre-
Employment Medical Examinations.

Members requiring further guidance on the Club’s PEME
programme can also contact the Loss Prevention
department.
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